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What are we learning today ?

I Does higher productivity entails also competitiveness ?
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Consider a world economy with two countries: Home and
Foreign.
Asterisk denote variables related to the Foreign country.

I Ricardian models di¤er from other neoclassical trade models
in that there only is one factor of production.

I If a factor is perfectly mobile then its return will be equalized
across countries (and hence not generate comparative
advantage)
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Ricardo Model (III)

Ricardo Model (III)
I Previous supply-side assumptions are all we need to make
qualitative predictions about pattern of trade.

Let p (z) denote the price of good z under free trade.
Pro�tt-maximization requires:

p(z)� wa(z) � 0,with equality if z is produced at Home

p(z)� w � a � (z) � 0, with equality if z is produced Abroad

Theorem
Proposition: There exists ez 2 [0, 1] such that Home produces all
goods z < ez and Foreign produces all goods ez > z
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I Competitiveness: being able to export and gaining market
share in the international market

I Labour productivity vs unit labor costs

I Total factor productivity (TFP)
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Labor productivity

Labor productivity measures the capacity of one unit of labor (in
one unit of time) to produce output:

Y
L

when working time varies, we compute the labor productivity
per-hour worked:

Y
L �H
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Labor productivity

In the growth analysis labor productivity is important because
of the following relationship:

GDP per-capita =
Productivity per hour worked x
Total hours worked x Participation rate x Share of adult
population to be able to work
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Fundamentals: unit labor costs

The unit labor costs are the costs of one unit of production and
their change is inversely proportional to that of productivity.
There are several way to compute them: the most natural one is:

ULC =
Compensation

Y
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1. Productivity is a measure of the e¢ ciency in production

2. That e¢ ciency drives competitiveness either on international
and national markets (see Helpman, Melitz, Yeats, 2004 or
Melitz and Redding (2012)

3. What�s happens to Europe ?
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Productivity: evidence

How does productivity changed in the EU and US in time ?
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D. Jorgenson et al. (2008)
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van Ark et al. (2008)
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I The Spanish case is well known in economic literature because
it is the case of economic growth without productivity growth

I Economic growth has been supported with increasing labor.
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Evidence: Bloom and van Reenen (2007, QJE)

I Persistent evidence of di¤erences in productivity across
countries (and forms). It is argued it is due to di¤erences in
management.

I They develop a measure on management performance for a
sample of US and European �rms

I They take care details about characteristics of the �rms:
market competition and �rm ownership are important
di¤erences in management practices (here ownership matters
because they are referring to medium size �rms)
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